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in one solution

Berlin, March 19, 2024

Berlin-based O&O Software GmbH is releasing O&O Defrag 28, the latest version of its

system optimization solution for Windows 10 and 11. This new version increases

performance of the operating system, checks and repairs the Windows Recovery

Environment and can help with managing IT infrastructures.

Defragmentation on a regular basis ensures maximum speed, extends the life of hard disks and

creates greater data security. Intensive Optimization (O&O IntensiveOptimize) is the fastest and

most comprehensive optimization for Windows disks to date. During defragmentation, a separate

and exclusive instance of Windows is started, in which only O&O Defrag is running. This enables it

to exploit maximum system performance for optimization as well as access all files at the same

time, regardless of whether these are system files or files exclusively locked during Windows

operation.

The integration of BitLocker in O&O IntensiveOptimize makes it possible to process the BitLocker-

encrypted system partition transparently. This is independent of the security medium used for

BitLocker encryption. 

The Windows Recovery Environment is of crucial importance to ensure both a functioning

operating system and the smooth operation of O&O IntensiveOptimize. Over time, many updates

or errors can damage this environment. With the new Check&Repair, users can ensure that their

Windows recovery environment is always in optimal condition to ensure a smooth recovery when

needed.

O&O Defrag 28 has been redesigned to ensure seamless integration with O&O Syspectr. These

improvements allow users to manage their systems even more easily and effectively from

anywhere. Some of the outstanding features of the integration include:

Advanced remote management: Users can conveniently control and manage their systems from

any location without the need for complex installations.

Windows security management: With O&O Syspectr, users have control over Windows security

settings on all devices. Security policies can be set and Windows updates managed to guarantee

security on all systems.

Windows data protection control: The O&O ShutUp10++ technology integrated in O&O

Syspectr provides comprehensive data protection for Windows 10 and Windows 11. Users can

decide which data and telemetry should be shared with Microsoft.

O&O Syspectr offers additional features such as RemoteDesktop, Defender management, software

and hardware inventory and monitoring. The purchase of O&O Defrag 28 comes with a free one-

year license for O&O Syspectr Premium.

Olaf Kehrer, Managing Director at O&O Software: "With the new functions and the optimized

integration of O&O Defrag in O&O Syspectr, we offer our users a comprehensive solution for
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system management and system optimization. These improvements allow users to manage and

protect their systems even more efficiently, regardless of their location."

Pricing and availability

O&O Defrag 28, including a 1-year license for O&O Syspectr Premium, is now available for 49.95

USD (single computer license) and 99.00 USD (5 computer license). All prices include 19% sales tax

where applicable. 

For those wishing to test the product, a free 30-day trial version of O&O Defrag 28 Professional

Edition is available on the official website: https://www.oo-software.com/oodefrag/.

 

About O&O Software

O&O develops solutions for corporate customers that not only support them in their daily activities,

but also help substantially reduce their costs. Our products for system optimization, data imaging,

data recovery, secure data deletion and company-wide administration are pioneers in the Windows

technology sector. Together with our worldwide network of partners, we support corporations,

companies, public authorities and private customers in over 140 countries, all from our

headquarters in Berlin, Germany.
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